DESCRIBE CORNER MONUMENT FOUND GLO 1877 SET 11X10X10 STONE AND MARKED 7 ALDER, N. 70° W., 52 LKS.
USFS FILE # J-25 #1021

DESCRIBE BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND
FOUND 2 X 2 X 40' FIR LIMB IN GROUND WITH ROCKS SCATTERED AROUND ITS BASE.
FROM THIS POST N. 70° W., 34 FT. IS THE STUMP HOLE OF A RECENTLY FALLEN 27 IN. ALDER ON WHICH IS A LOCATION TIN MARKED "OLD 87 DO"
WHICH IS A LOCATION TIN MARKED "OLD 87 DO"
DESCRIBE CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER
NOT DESTROY M. WHITMORE E. H. 9-3-54
LEGIBLE BARK SCRIBES "TSR W 513 BT" CAN BE SEEN ON THE OTHER MARKS ARE TOO DISTORTED TO IDENTIFY.
THE SCRIBES ARE ELONGATED ABOUT A FOOT AROUND THE ALDER TRUNK OF WHICH

GET S & IRON ROPE

--ACCESSORIES: DESCRIBE NEW BTX WITNESSES ETC. ESTABLISHED, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVC
--SCRIBE 2 TREES;
32" HEMLOCK, S. 38° W., 30' 4 FT. Scribed "TSR W 513 BT"
25" ALDER, N. 42° W., 27' 3 FT., Scribe Dist. Scribed "TSR W"
DISTANCES ARE TO SIDE CENTER. VAR. 21"

Work Done By
Title
Date
State Registration No.
or Agency

J. W. Whitmore, Surveyor of

IN PROOF THE SCRIBING IS VERY OLD. CONVINCED THIS IS A GENUINE ORIGINAL GLO CORNER TIN WITNESS 2 BT 1972

WITNESS

JB 23 72

RECEIVED